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POSSIBLE SCENARIO part 3 
1913-1923 - the unexpected joyful choices of the free player 

 

End of 1912, Marcel Duchamp has found freedom from his own incestuous behavior, 
and lives in Paris. Beginning of 1913, Suzanne Duchamp has found freedom from 
her marital bonds, and comes to live in Paris. Nothing is known about their 
relationship at that time. But in the works Suzanne paints, erotica is hidden as well 
(see analysis in Les Duchamps). Marcel continues anyway to hide his sexual desires. 
It has become a principal way of living, a challenge to himself as an artist. 

Marcel is having the utmost fun. This is what he likes best: playing with puzzles. And 
creating puzzles, anagrams and visual games in this very rational if-this-then-that 
way. First through mathematical constructions, together with an incomprehensible 
text that works as a diversion. Then through bringing together ordinary everyday 
things, with explanations that can be interpreted in very different ways. And it is 
always about his own, very personal, intimate desire for urine-and-farts. 
This is the way Marcel Duchamp in 1913 begins to play a really sublime game of 
chess with us. A chess player hopes his opponent does not see what he is doing. It 
is the art of the hidden showing. Not only the retina has to see, also the mind. 
Duchamp leaves the “retinal” art to welcome a “mental” art. Via this visual thinking 
or rather mental looking he wants to come to a four-dimensional art, in which time 
plays an important role. The seeing by investigating and puzzling needs to become a 
new medium in art. 

Marcel Duchamp could not actually promote this because then he would have to give 
away his dirty, secret pleasures and his hidden past, putting himself and his family 
to shame. So he shut up. He silently made up joyful, visual mind games that were 
far more comfortable to produce than the painted puzzles. His main camouflage 
tactic consisted of a continuous change in the type of games. Or he would change 
the rules. Suzanne probably could keep up; she was wearing the same spectacles 
after all. 

When Kasimir Malevitsj shows his black square in 1913 there is no painting that is 
more extreme. Marcel Duchamp is then working on something that surpasses the 
artistic concept of that time: a bicycle wheel on a stool?! And still something so 
natural, so ‘to the point’ viewed through Marcel’s glasses. Simply an anus and a fart, 
and even a vagina, and… an erection. A work of genius! But Marcel keeps mum, 
showing only his thin smile. The Parisian art theoretics, who in that period gain 
importance, did not really know what to make of it. Duchamp was as pleased with 
the negative comments as with the positive. It was the best diversion. He even 
counted on it, when plotting his next move in the big game of chess. 
To send the connoisseurs into even muddier water. What fun! 
But all that speculation was also dangerous. He used to hide himself among the 
cubists. Now all the attention is on him. Would the critics notice that the titles were 
anagrams? Would they suspect visual obscenities? And to have his sister so near… 
Hide! But how and where? World War I will save him. 

Like many other artists Marcel Duchamp escapes to America. He is separated from 
Suzanne in a healthy way, and he is away from the Parisian critics. Duchamp decides 
to stay in America. Because in this vast English-spoken area he can play with French 
words undisturbedly. No one immediately looks for a double meaning in French. First 



his words are being translated into English, and only then they are investigated. One 
thing you don’t do with Duchamp is to translate. On the other hand Marcel used to 
encourage translation, precisely so he wouldn’t get caught. Smart move. 

Maybe the Arensbergs were in on him. Those word game specialists may have 
understood one and another when they viewed ‘Nu descendant un escalier’ at the 
Armory Show of 1913. When Duchamp arrives in New York on June 15, 1915, he is 
introduced immediately to the Arensbergs. Maybe Duchamp confessed, about incest, 
obsessions, scandal and healing. And explained to them his artistic resolution to 
keep on hiding erotica in his work. Maybe that is why the Arensbergs found 
themselves in the very select group of initiates, who kept their mouths shut? Maybe 
that is what made the Arensbergs decide to be Duchamp’s patrons? In exchange for 
his creations? Who knows? It was a good turn for Marcel. He planned to make a big 
work about his sexual past, a “big glass” piece. An opportunist for the full 200%. 
You have to be, as a chess player. 

In any case New York, big and vibrant, was the ideal place for Duchamp. He could 
be anonymous, frequented only the wealthy circles and enjoyed their open minds. 
Other than that, he was completely unattached. It must have given him such a 
mental kick, when in that big shop window he sees a urinal. The perfect Duchamp, 
readily made. Maybe a bit too “straight”? Revealing his sexual preferences: 
scandalous! 
The use of a fake name, then being refused, plus the controversy surrounding it, 
have overshadowed this scandal. Always coming up with fun strategies… 
At one point Marcel Duchamp hides himself in a woman. It was a funny diversion 
when the idea for his vile “perfume” comes into being. Nobody saw “urine & farts” in 
it. 

Every once in a while Marcel meets a real woman. They obviously keep silent about 
his strange desires. Probably the women he met weren’t even aware of the art of 
hiding that was connected to those desires. Only Suzanne knew about them. 
Suzanne who wasn’t there. But in spite of the distance Marcel keeps her close to his 
heart. And vice versa. At least until her marriage to Jean Crotti in 1919. After that 
they share an normal family bond. In the meantime, his ‘Grand verre’, a tribute to 
the passionate love between Marcel and Suzanne, has been gathering dust. Marcel is 
tired of keeping up the fun in something that no longer exists and in 1923 he 
considers the uncompleted work completed. 
He is 36 years old, and ready for some serious games. 
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